
 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

 

Origins: Krien Jozeph & Merante Tamar present unique theatrical DJ sets, art 
performances and custom tailored events with a strong poetic signature, aiming to 
inspire &  amaze,  to liberate and put our shared Origins into perspective. Expect an 
authentic immersive experience. 

 
Amsterdam, The Netherlands: 3rd October, 2018: Merante Tamar & Krien Jozeph, both from             
Amsterdam, the Netherlands, are two of a kind artists which have got together not only as a                 
couple, but luckily for audiences around the world as a charismatic avant-garde duo,             
presenting unique theatrical DJ sets, art performances and custom tailored events with a             
strong poetic signature, aiming to inspire & amaze, to liberate and put our shared Origins into                
perspective. Expect an authentic immersive experience. 

With a background and mutual interest in hermetic philosophy, psychology and the arts, Krien              
Jozeph & Merante Tamar invite the audience on a journey, exploring mythology, metaphysics             
and science through powerful combinations of music, costumed performance art, storytelling           
and poetry: the couple takes the audience on a quest in search of the miraculous. 

Since 2000 Krien Jozeph has developed, produced and played at many different events. from              
Mysteryland to Meadows in the Mountains, Fusion to Boom and from Classical Music Raves to               
custom-tailored events for private and commercial clients, 

while Merante Tamar, after being art director of Supperclub Amsterdam and winning a big              
Television Talent Show in 2010, performed from Dubai to New Delhi, Shanghai to Hong Kong,               
Cape Town to Tulum, L.A. to New York, and all the European capitals in between. 

Next-up performance: Amsterdam Museum Night --- Magic Centre Amsterdam, 11pm till 2 am,             
November 3rd, Stedelijk Museum, Amsterdam,  

Origins: Krien Jozeph & Merante Tamar have been invited by the Modern Art Museum              
‘Stedelijk Museum Amsterdam’ to share their vision and develop an innovative,           
liberating and psychedelic conceptual experience for Museum Night 2018, in the           
context of the current exhibition in the museum on Amsterdam’s notorious late 60’s.             
Look forward to a visually exuberant performance and a mesmerizing musical journey.  

https://museumnacht.amsterdam 

 

Origins explores ancient creation myths of the places the couple visits around the planet. They               
rewrite stories to make forlorn prose and poetry comprehensive to a wider audience, and              
relate ancient metaphysics to cutting edge science to put our shared Origins into perspective.              
They take their crowd on a journey through mesmerizing electro-acoustic music, enticing            
performance art and compelling storytelling. Two not to be missed if you have the chance to                
catch them somewhere around the world. 

 

 

 



 

Boiler Plate 

 

Krien Jozeph & Merante Tamar present unique theatrical DJ sets, art performances and custom             
tailored events with a strong poetic signature, aiming to inspire & amaze, to liberate and put                
our shared Origins into perspective. 

For more information and bookings, please see contact information below: 

Origins: Krien Jozeph & Merante Tamar 

Phone Number 0031646892592 

Email sound@krienjozeph.com 

• https://www.tumblr.com/blog/krienjozeph-merantetamar 
• https://www.instagram.com/krien.jozeph_merante.tamar/ 
• https://vimeo.com/experienceorigins 
• www.origins.nu/ 
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